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Abstract 

Using optical spectroscopy we study the s 
tributions of the H,, Csl(4555 A), 

atial and temporal dis- 
i CsII(4604. ), and MoI(3903 A) 

emission lines in a Penninp surface-Dlasma source (SPS). A diagnos- 
tic slit exposes the entire S% dischaige gap either p~~rallel or peGen- 
dicular to the magnetic field. The spatial and temporal distributions of 
the emitting species are recorded using a I-m mono~hroinatar. The 
visible light and the H, and CsIl(4604 A) spatial distributions are also 
recorded with a video camerii. The ccsium atomic and ionic light, and 
the molybdenum atomic light, is strongly concentrated netu the 
cathtties; the visibly light and the II,, light is almost uniform in both 
directionr. These ttreasurenvnts are presen!ed anti dissu~sed. 

To continue our studies of the Penning SPS source, we recently 
constructed and begrtn tzsting the 8X Source. It has about twice the 
linear dimensions of the 4X Source.1 The spatial distributions of the 
visible light emitted through a diagnostic slit, recorded Lvith a video 
camera, indicate increased light emission at the cathoddec. By placing a 
wide-banti-pass mo;lochro~nator in front of the video camera to filter 
out the other lines the light from the I-I, and Csll(460-2 A) lines is also 
recorded. The spatial distribution and time evolution of several visible 
emission lines are also studied urine a 1 -m I11oII(K.hronlator. Anc~the~ 
study of the spatial :md temporal di\tributic-tns of the light emitted from 
a sirtiil;lr Prnnin~ SPS is reported in Rcf’. 7. 

E:.u erimrntal Msthod 

As shown in Fig. 1, the 0.64 mm \+ide x 3.7 cm long diagnostic 
slit exposes a narro’*\’ strip of the disch:uge from cathode to cathode 
when it is oriented parnllel to the magnetic field (7.4 cm cathode- 
cathode gap); it exposes a narrow strip from anode to anode when it is 
oriented l~rpendicu:ar to t!le field (3.4 cm anode-anode gap). The 
area of the diagnostic slit nearly equals the area of the 5.4.mm-diam 
circular emitter for 1 l- beam extraction. 
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Fig. 1. Diagtmstic slit aligned a) along they dxecnon from cathode to cathode 
or b) along the x direcnon from anode to anode. 

A model 4X1 S-2000 video camera manufactured by Cohu, Inc., 
equipped with a 200 mm Nikon lens, is used to measure the light 
emitted through the diagnostic slit (Fig. 2n). The video camera frame 
rate is 30 frames/s: the video camera detector is a CCD dcvicc with 
30 ms integration time, so a11 of the light emitted in a single pulse is 
sutnnwl (the arc pulse len_eth is =1 ms, the arc repetition rate is 5 11~). 
The video camera is controlled by an IRM AT microcomputer. The 
miLrocomputcr stores the video camera images of the diagnostic slit 
(typically IO lines high by 600 pixels wide) in 30 line by 720 pixel 
arrays for further analysis. The video camera is carefully oriented so 
that the long axis of the sli! ima$c is parallrl to the 72@pirel asir of 
the video camera. Irregul,aritics In the diagnostic slit are avoided h) 
examining only the pixels in the cet:ter linr of thr slit image. 

* Work supported by the US Deparunent of Defense, US Army Stntcgtc 
Defense Comnund under auspices of the US Department of Energy. 

** Grumman Coq~~rate Research Center, Bethpage, NY 11714 USA 

A SPEX model 1704 l-m monochromator is used as a narrow- 
band filter to study the optical emission of the hydrogen atoms (with 
the H, and HP Balmer lines ), cesium atoms (the CsI line at 4555 p\). 
cesium ions (the CsII line at 4604 ,I), and molybdcnutn atoms (the 
MoI line al 1903 A). The experimental arrangement for the cathode- 
cathode measurements is shown in Fig. 2b. One mirror (Md) in a 
four-mirror arrangement is mounted on :I Inicrometer-driven table. 
This arrangement allows the diagnostic slit imaze, fomied by the Irn\ 
I<, (focal length = 30 cm), to be moved across the monochromator 
cntmnce slits (set at [).I 0 mm separation). ‘I’hr four-min-or cysicm is 
rotated 98 about a horizontal axis for the anode-anode mcasurcments 
(not reported here). At each M, position the light intensity vdvcrsing 
the tnonochromator is measured witl~ a photomultiplier tube (PhlT). 
The time spectrum of each line is recorded at the discharge center and 
at the peak of the cathode light emission by moving M, to the appro- 
priate location and taking an oscillogram of the PMT signal. 
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Fig. 2. a) Schematx of the video camera cathode-to-cathode light intenstty 
measurements. For the anode-toancde measurements, the &agnostic slit and 
the video camera are rotated 900 about the light axis. A filter monochromator 1s 
placed in front of the video camera to record the spatial distributions of the H,, 
and CsII(4EO-l A) lines. b) Schematic of the l-m monochromator. cathode- 
cathcde, line-intensity distribution measurements. 

We know from previous measurements of the 4X source 
discharge3 that the H, line is the most intense line in the spectrum. In 
addition, it is several hundred angstroms away from the nearest line of 
any appreciable strength. Thus, we recorded the Ha line intensity dis- 
tribution by placing a filter moncchromator (Oriel model 7 155 Filter 
Monochromator) in front of the video camera and tuning it to 6560 A 
(Fig. 2a). This technique also works for the CslI(4604 A) line. 

Kesults 

The video camera data for the c:rrllode-cath~lc and anode-antrlc 
light distributions are shown in Figs. 3a and 3b, respectively. We 
calibrated the abscissae in sep‘arvtr measurements. For the 2 A D< 
discharge the total light emitted is very unit’onn cathtxle to c:rtbodc 
(with the exception of the near-cathnc-le region), but it is nonuniform 
anode IO anode (peaked at the center of the discharge). For the 450 A 
pulsed discllarge the total light emitted is very unifrml anode to ano& 
(with the exception of the near-anode region), hut it is nonuniform 
cathode to cathode (peaked near the cijthodesj. 

The 1. I-tns-long, 5 Hz discharge voltage and currEnt wavc- 
forms, and the time spectra for the hydrogen, cesium, and mol,ybde- 
num lines at the peak of the cathode emission, arc shown in I?g. 4. 
Hydrogen gas and cesium vapor are purposely added to the discharge. 
Molybdenum is sputtered from the cathodes into the discharge. The 
turn-on transient in the discharge voltage Vd and discharge current I,, 
lasts = 150 p’s, The voltage Vd goes through a maximum of = 303 V 
before stabilizing at 120 V for the last 0.K ms of the pulse \vherens l,i 
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Fig. 3. Emitted light distributions for a 2 4 DC discharge (crosses) and a 450 A 
pulsed discharge (points) along a) the y direction or b) the x drection. The cath- 
ode turfaces are al y = 0 and 3 4 cm: the anidc surfaces, at x = 0 and 3.4 im. 
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Fig. 4. The discharge voltage vd and discharge current Id for the XX source 
pulsed discharge are shown in the upper oscillogmms. Below them are the time 
spectra for the H,, CsI(4.555 A), CsII(3604 .A), and MoI(3903 A) emission 
hnes at the peak of the light ermssion near the cathode surface ( y = 0. I cm). 

IXds at = 450 A before decaying away to 400 A at the end of the 
pulse. The light emission at the end of the pulse (at t=1.2 ms in the 
Fig. 4 oscillograms) is plotted in Figs. 5 and 6. The video camera 
data plotted in Figs. 3 and 6 are integrated by the CCD detector in the 
camera over the whole l.l-ms-long discharge pulse. 

The CsIT(4604 A) line intensity distribution for a 120 V, 400 A 
pulsed discharge from cathode to cathode (Fig. 5) peaks near the cath- 
odes. Provided the excitation probabil/ty to the emitting state of the Cs 
ions is spatially independent, the distnbution of the Cs ion emission 
reflects the distribution of the Cs ions. If this is the case, then the Cs 
ion density is ten times higher near the 8X source cathodes than at the 
disch,arge center. A similar conclusion can be reached for the cesium 
and molybdenum atom distributions for the pulsed discharge, but the 
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Fig. 5. Emission line distributions from cathode to cathode for hydrogen atoms 
(H,), cewm atoms [CsI(4555 A)], cesium ions [CsII(4604 A)], and molybde- 
num atoms [MoI(3903 A)] measured with the 1-m moncchromator. The 1211 V. 
400 A pulsed discharge data are the open squares; the 72 V. 2 A DC discharge 
data, the filled triangles. The cathode surfaces are at )’ = 0 cm and y = 3.4 cm 
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Fig. 6 a) The emitted Ho light cathode to cathnie recorded with the wdeo 
camera through the filter monochromator tuned to f95CK) A (dots) and the I-m 
monochromator (squares). The l-m monochromator data are adjusted to make 
the peak locations and average peak heights the same as in the video camera 
measurement. b) The emined CsII(4604 A) light cathode-to-cathode (the filter 
momxhromator is tuned to 4ay) A). Otherwise the same as a). 

hydrogen atom distribution is more nearly uniform, with at most a 2:l 
density ratio between the cathode and mid-arc regions (Fig. 5). 

The line intensity distributions from cathode to cathode for a 
72 V, 2 A DC discharge are also shown in Fig 5. These profiles are 
very different from the pulsed case, as we know they must be from 
the video camera work (see Fig. 3). Now the II emission is maxi- 
mum at the discharge center and the CsII(4604 8) and MoI(3903 A) 
emission is nearly uniform from cathode to cathode. The CsI(45.55 A) 
emission still has peaks, but these maxima are now = 2 mm from the 
cathode. Possibly this indicates a much wider cathode sheath for the 
2 A DC discharge th,an for the 400 A pulsed discharge (see below). 

Figure 6a shows the spatial distribution of the Ho light recorded 
with the video camera when the filter monochromator is placed in 
front of the video camera (Fig 2a) and tuned to pass the Ho emission 
tight. The filter monochromator has a half-width at half-maximum of 
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-200 A at the Ha wavelength of 6562.8 A. From previous work with 
the 4X source3 we know that the Ho, line is the strongest emission line 
in the spectrum, and that the spectrum is clear of all but very weak 
lines 600 A on either side of H, Thus, the light transmitted through 
the filter monochroma!or to the video camera is dominated by I I,,. In 
Fig. ha the l-m monochromator data from Fig, 5 are placed on the 
video camera measurements for II*. The agreement between the IWO 
dnra sets is very gocd, especially since the video camera and the 1-m 

monochromator measurements were taken 13 days apart. 
The inlense C:II line at 4604 %, is u’cll-scparatrd from othcl 

strong emission lines; the emission lines that are within +300 A of it 
are either weak CsII lines or the weak CsI line at 4555 A (Ref. 31, 
Thus, tunin the filter monochromator to 4600 8, and recording the 
CsII (4604 3t ) line wirh ihe video camera gives the spatial distribution 
shown in Fig. hb. Data from the CslI(4hOJ n) I-m rtlonOctlrOI~l:ltDr 
measurements are also shown in Fig. hb. The agreement hctwern the 
two data sets is very good The l-m monochromator measurements 
take about I h for each data set, whereas each video camt’ra set takes 
about 1 min. Thus, the filter monochrontator-video catnera technique 
is quick as well as accurate for well-isolated, intense emission lines. 
For closely spaced or weak lines, the high-\vrrvelengtt~ resolurion of 
the 1 -m monmhromator technique is needed 

Discussion 

If the emitted discharge li&t intensity is an accurate measure of 
the plasma density. non-u%fo& light eriission would indicate a non- 

uniform power loading on the XX source elcctrcdes. If Ihe disch‘u-E:e 
nonunifcinnity were s&re enough, the ion op’lc’s of the extracted ii- 
beam could be seriously degraded by nonuniii,rmities of the II- den- 
sity across the emission surface. For the 450 A pulsed discharge the 
light emission is uniform anode to anode. It is also uniform cathode 
to cathode, with the exception of the near-cathode region. IIowever, 
the peaks in the cesium and molyhdcnum tight emission near the cath- 
odes are certainly associated with processes in the discharge which 
affect the cathodes Note that in all cases the discharge is fairI) 
uniform at mid arc v,+thin the size of the 5.4.mnl-dinm emitier for I I- 
heam extraction. The conclusion reached from the video camera 
results of Fig. 3 is that both the 8,X source power loading and the II- 
emission current density are expected to be uniform 

WC expect the XX source discharge electron density ml 
temperature to he uniform cathode to cnthtxle bcccause the magnetic 
field is strong enocgh (- 0.05 T) to confine the electrons to trajectorie\ 
parallel to the field The electron density and tcnpxuurc may hc 

nonuniform anode to anode because the~elrclron ciiffusion c&fficient 
~rpendicul;lr to th- magnetic field is (( the electron diffusion coeffi- 
iieit parallel to the magnetjc field. We make the assumption that the 
processes which produce the observed decay in;: aiomic and ionic 
excited states, suck as electron-impact ionizaticbr:, are spaGall? 
indenendent. and that the emission line intensities are dircctlv 
prop&tional to the densit of the emitting spucics. If this is-true, the 
CsI(45SS A), CsII(,4604 I i j. and hIoI(3’903 A) emission line distribu- 
tions in Fig. 5 mean that the 0, Cs+ , iittd MO” c!ensities are much 
larger neaithe cathtxle that at mid-arc for the 400 A pulsed discharge. 

The tempora1 behavior of rhe hydrogen, cesium. and ntolyhde- 
num light emission for the near-cathode region is shown in Fig. 4. 
During the disch,uge pulse turn-on transient, the CsI(4555 A), 
CsII(4604 A). and MoI(3903 1%) emission lines have narrow (in time’) 
peaks. After the transient, the Csl(JSSS A) emission is constant, but 
there is a slight increase in the CsII(4M4 ‘4) emission and a larger 
decrease in the MoI(3903 A.1 emission. Near the cathodes, the lIn 
emission is remarkably constant throughout the whole pk. V&n 
the discharge turn: on, the cesium residing on the cathode surface is 
blown off, then ionized and trapped IKW tht - cnthode. The sharp pcoL 

in the molybdenum emission probably corrresponds to the high 
sputtering rates at *he high discharge voltages during the turn-on 
transient. When the discharge voltage returns to := 120 V, ths 
molybdenum sputtering drops to much lower values than at 300 V 
For the I I, peak near the cathodes the explanation is not so clear cut. 
Possibly hydrogen is transported to the cathodes, or perhaps we are 
seeing indirect evidence for II- ions conling clff of the cathode -~ 
perhaps the Ha peaks at the cathcxies come from II- ions undergoing 
mutual neutralization collisions with II+, lcaving the Ho in the n=3 

state, which then decays giving off I3almcr u light. 
The variation of line intensities between cathodes (Fig. 5) sug- 

gests a tendency for species to be concentrated near the cathodes, be- 
cnuqe the density of electrons is presumably fairly uniform along rhe 

magnetic field lines. For cesium, the mechanism is probably ionization 
of atoms sputtered from the cathodes and the subsequent return of the 
ions to the cathodes by residual plasma fields. From the CsI(4SS5 ,%‘I 
data in Fig. 5 the mean free path ?, is estimated to be I6 mm and 
0.43 mm for C’s” in the 2-A and 400-A discharges, rcslxctivcly. FOI 
kT, < 2 eV and a fast electron fraction n[Jn, = 35% with energies dis- 
tributed uniformly up to 100 eV, the ionizing contribution of thertnal 
electrons can bc ncglccted. We 11s~’ h = v~.Jn,+qw~>, where vc5 is 
the Cs atom velocity and <(Tv~> is the reaction rate. l’urting in reusoti- 
able nunibers for <rrvc> 13.6 Y lO.7 cnt’/s (Ref. 4)1 and vC’& [LT,., = 
0.1 eV (Ref. S)] we get rtG = 2 x lo:? cm-3 for the 2-A discharge and 
nL: = X x lOI cm3 for Ihe 400-A discharge. ‘I’h: plasrrt;l t1snsilic.s have 
not been measured for the XX source, hut these liX sour~‘e valxs ;irt’ 
about as expected from the 4X source values in Ref. 6. Eccn though 

we estimate the Cs density in the absence of ;I dischargr to bl roughly 
lo-’ that of Hz, the fraction of cathode ~un’t’nt may be substnntislly 
larger because of the cathcxie cor.ccntration effccl. The tlata of t;ip. 5 
also support the conjecture that if the source were to be I-WI in a high- 
currrnt DC mtxie, then ttle Cal) flo~\r through the emission q~crturc 
woiild be. grenrly reiltlzetl fmni that for the p;~lsed c3scs, txt2iiw tltt 
Csl intensity is 2 20 times greater at Oic cathcxlrs than near rhe 
emission aperture: also, for pulsed operation of a Penning SPS nioht 
of the CsO emission occurs in between the discharge pulses (Ref. 5). 

The data in Fig. 5 may imply that the cathode sheath has a meas- 
urable size. For the 2 A DC discharge the CsI(4555 A) line intensit) 
peaks 2 mm from the cathode surface; for thr 400 A pulsed discharge 
it peaks about 0.05 cm front the ratho& \Z ‘c calculate a O.OOS cm 
sheath thickness for the 4(X) A pulsed discharge and 0.00 cm for the 
2 A DC discharge. The ;pxrncnt hctwcrn ths ~alculatcd ;md &! 
measured sheath thickness for the 2 A DC arc is only fair. ‘l’he factOr 
of 10 disagreement between the measured and calculated sheath 
thickness for the 400 A pulsed thscharge is n?jt untlcr~~ix~<l 

Under the 400-A plasma conditions, the ratio ctf plasm:l to neutral 
collision frcqucncics for the electrons is ahib\lt IRO, s(l 1b.i’ in:ly nt,j’,lt*.:I 

the contribution to diffusion by neutral cc)lli<ions. Ucca~lsc tllc 
diffusion coefficient then depends on the plasma density, ‘~.‘t’ expccl 
better plasma confincmcnt at lower dcnsitv, and this ~~~~uld Icacl to :i 
densiti buildup in the center of the disch& , as obsen cd in Izig. 3b. 
A MlII> model of electron diffusion r)rcdicts ihe feature\ oi‘lovc- ~md 
high-current density, hut at much lower rnngnctic fields than 370 (i. 
The neutral species except Ii2 tent1 to stick or rrcomhinc at Ihe walls 
and. therefore. their procluctioli anii c!iffuGliri in ttic disvliqe \‘<ilii.lii 
may also lead to nonuniform distribution, as is the case for c‘s for 
example. We expec! that the opfic;ll emission generally r&cc& the 
distribution of fast elccrrons, but at the prcyent thix cannot he provcil 

I3nsed ml the OptiLYll Cl:lissiCKl 01‘ttie 8,X SO.lI(‘C pl:‘cd diacli~lI~c, 
the cathode and the anode power loadings arc rspcctcd to tic uniii~rm 
The CsO. Cs+, and hloo clisM~utions ard fairi! uniform from nnodc tcl 

anode. hut all three arc strongly p<akcd war Ihs cathod~.:~.. After ~pu- 

iering from the cathodes Cs” mti \lo” pre\unl;ibl>: are trq~ped near 111: 
cathodes hKic;iuSe their nMn frer: p:l:hs f(>r ioiii~ation ;i~ short: r&dll- 
al plasma fields return the rcsultin, cr Cs+ I0 the cathodes. Ttit measureii 
Cs* mean free paths are j, = 0.43 mm for lhe 400 A pulsed dist+argc 
and h = 16 rnrn for the 2A DC discharge. Ily comparison with (‘so, 
Cs+. and Moo, the 110 diitrihutions are unifomi in both direction<. 
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